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Top Hedge Fund Investors Stories Strategies And Advice
A professional's guide to the world of hedge fund investing
Throughout the financial crisis of 2008, many hedge funds
suffered massive losses and were often blamed for the extreme
market upheavals. In the wake f the crisis, hedge funds remain
a source of fascination for the media, legislators, and investors,
mostly due to misunderstanding. Historically portrayed as risky
investment funds for the very wealthy run by swashbuckling
traders, the truth is hedge funds are simply an investment
vehicle designed to generate superior returns and reduce an
investor's overall portfolio risk. Investors have good reasons to
remain fascinated with hedge funds. Although many individual
funds have underperformed or collapsed, hedge funds as a
whole have provided solid returns while reducing risks. Savvy
institutions have invested in hedge funds for many years and
have made them a large and powerful force in the markets.
Investing in hedge funds requires sophisticated knowledge,
understanding, skill, access, and experience. Individuals and
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institutions, whether they are new to hedge funds or need to
improve, can find those attributes in the stories of the
successful hedge fund investors profiled in Hedge Fund
Investors. Hedge Fund Investors chronicles the challenges and
rewards these investors face, in selecting hedge fund
managers, managing risks, and constructing portfolios. In
revealing conversations, leading hedge fund investors who
place hundreds of billions of dollars in hedge funds, share their
philosophies, strategies, and advice. Profiles a variety of
different investors from the pioneers in hedge fund investing to
managers for high net-worth individuals and fund of funds
investors Discusses winners and losers in the recent market
decline, problematic hedge fund strategies, and how these
current events will change future strategies Provides lessons,
insights, and advice beneficial to all hedge fund investors
Engaging and informative, Hedge Fund Investors will prove
valuable to anyone involved in placing money with hedge funds,
as well as hedge funds who seek to better understand their
clients.
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If you want to diversify your portfolio and lower your risk
exposure with hedge funds, here’s what you should know:
Hedge Funds For Dummies explains all the different types of
funds, explores the pros and cons of funds as an investment,
shows you how to find a good broker, and much more. Authored
by Ann Logue, a financial writer and hedge fund specialist, this
handy, friendly guide covers all the bases for investors of all
levels. Whether you’re just building your first portfolio or
you’ve been investing for years, you’ll find everything you need
to know inside: What a hedge fund is and what it does How
hedge funds are structured Determining whether a hedge fund
is right for your portfolio Calculating investment risk and
return Short- and long-term tax issues Developing a hedge fund
investment strategy Monitoring and profiting on
macroeconomic trends Evaluating fund performance Evaluating
hedge fund management If you’re investing for the future, you
definitely want to minimize your risk and maximize your
returns. A balanced portfolio with hedge funds is one of the
best ways to achieve that sort of balance. This book walks you
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step by step through the process of evaluating and choosing
funds, incorporating them into your portfolio in the right
amounts, and making sure they give you the returns you expect
and deserve. You’ll learn all the ins and outs of funds,
including: What kind of fees you should expect to pay Picking a
hedge fund advisor or broker Fulfilling paperwork and
purchasing requirements Performing technical analysis and
reading the data How to withdraw funds and handle the taxes
Tracking fund performance yourself or through reporting
services Hedge fund strategies for smaller portfolios
Performing due diligence on funds that interest you This
friendly, to-the-point resource includes information you can’t
do without, including sample portfolios that show you how to
invest wisely. Hedge funds are an important part of every
balanced portfolio, and this friendly guide tells how to use
them to your best advantage. With important resources, vital
information, and commonsense advice, Hedge Funds For
Dummies is the perfect resource for every investor interested
in hedge funds.
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For the first time, these two works attributed to the great Jesse
Livermore are presented together in one volume with a new
foreword by Juliette Rogers. Both contain interesting insights
into Livermore's life and times as well as the reasons for his
success. They remain classics and must reads for every new
aspirant in the world of speculation. The two books in this
volume were written in the early 1920s, when Livermore was
already famous but still ascending to the peak of his wealth.
The nightmare of World War I was fading, and the United
States had successfully transitioned from a wartime economy
into a peacetime powerhouse. Americans became enamored of
cars, telephones, radios, and movies. A newfound fascination
with celebrities extended beyond film stars and athletes to the
rich and powerful. People wanted to know how Wall Street
wizards like Jesse Livermore spun their magic. The first book,
Reminiscences of a Stock Operator by Edwin Lefèvre, offers
keen insight while at the same time adding to the Livermore
enigma. Reminiscences is the first-person narrative of a
fictional speculator named Larry Livingston, whose life events
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happen to match precisely those of Jesse Livermore. As a
financial journalist, biographer, and novelist, Edwin Lefèvre
gave his readers their much-desired glimpse into the lofty
world of Wall Street elites. He wrote eight other books, but
none matched the success of Reminiscences, which has
remained in print since 1923 and been translated into
numerous languages. Even the understated former Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan once called it "a font of
investing wisdom." In true Livermore fashion, the book itself
remains something of a mystery. Specifically, over the decades
many readers have wondered if the book's author was not
Lefèvre, but none other than Jesse Livermore. The two men
were long acquainted and may have traded useful information
over the years. A 1967 biography claims that Livermore, shortly
before his death, acknowledged writing Reminiscences with
guidance from Lefèvre, who served as "editor and coach." This
revelation came to the biographer secondhand and without
confirmation, so the mystery continues. However, attentive
readers may note the narrator's especially gleeful tone
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whenever windfalls are made or old scores are settled,
suggesting a connection more personal than professional. In
the years following these publications, Livermore continued to
burnish his legend. A 1924 run-up in wheat prices squeezed
him out of $3 million, but the following year he recovered his
losses and added tremendous profit when the wheat market
collapsed. Of course, in this era of modest regulation, markets
were vulnerable to manipulation and Livermore--by now
nicknamed the "Great Bear of Wall Street"--did not eschew
such tactics.
In The Smart Money Method, the stock-picking techniques
used by top industry professionals are laid bare for investors.
This is the inside track on how top hedge funds pick stocks and
build portfolios to make outsize returns. Stephen Clapham is a
retired hedge fund partner who now trains stock analysts at
some of the world’s largest and most successful institutional
investors. He explains step-by-step his research process for
picking stocks and testing their market-beating potential. His
methodology provides the tools and techniques to research new
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stock ideas, as well as maintain and eventually sell an
investment. From testing your thesis and making investment
decisions, to managing your portfolio and deciding when to buy
and sell, The Smart Money Method covers everything you need
to know to avoid common pitfalls and invest with confidence.
Unique insight is presented in several specific areas, including
how to: • Find stock ideas • Assess the quality of any business •
Judge management’s ability • Identify shady accounting and
avoid dying companies • Value any business to find bargain
shares • Navigate the consequences of COVID-19 And
throughout, there are real-life investing examples and war
stories from a 25-year career in stock markets. The message is
clear – you can beat the market. To do so, you need to learn and
apply the insider secrets contained within this book.
Strategies and Tactics for Investing in Hedge Funds and Liquid
Alternatives
AARP Getting Started in Hedge Funds
Intelligent Hedge Fund Investing
Investment Secrets of a Hedge Fund Manager
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A Hedge Fund Tale of Reach and Grasp
Top Hedge Fund Traders on Bubbles, Crashes, and Real Money
Hedge Hogs
Presents many strategies to trade the stock, futures and options markets. These
strategies are designed to take advantage of the herd mentality of the financial
markets, and are based on what actually happens in the markets. This book is
useful for traders and investor who are seeking proven methods for beating
markets.
An accessible guide to effectively operating in the hedge fund arena Hedge funds
are now in the news more than a thousand times a day and yet it is hard to find
clear, factual information about how they operate, raise capital, and invest. The
Hedge Fund Book provides real-world case studies of various hedge fund
managers providing a solid foundation in specialized hedge fund knowledge for
both financial professionals and those aspiring to enter this field. It provides an
analysis of funds within different phases of their life cycles and investment
processes, and examines each cycle in ways that would be informational for
marketers as well as investors, bankers, and financial professionals who would
like to learn more about day-to-day hedge fund operations Addresses everything
you need to know about this popular segment of the financial industry within a
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case study format Each chapter contains several types of investment and
situational analyses, insights and best practices along with a review and "test your
knowledge section" Written by a successful hedge fund consultant and head of
one of the largest hedge fund networking groups in the industry with more than
30,000 members This book is required reading for participants within the hedge
fund industry's leading designation program, the CHP Designation If you're looking
to gain a better understanding of hedge funds, look no further than The Hedge
Fund Book.
Inside the House of Money lifts the veil on the typically opaque world of hedge
funds, offering a rare glimpse at how today's highest paid money managers
approach their craft. Author Steven Drobny demystifies how these star traders
make billions for well-heeled investors, revealing their theories, strategies and
approaches to markets. Drobny, cofounder of Drobny Global Advisors, an
international macroeconomic research and advisory firm, has tapped into his
network and beyond in order assemble this collection of thirteen interviews with
the industry's best minds. Along the way, you'll get an inside look at firsthand
trading experiences through some of the major world financial crises of the last
few decades. Whether Russian bonds, Pakistani stocks, Southeast Asian
currencies or stakes in African brewing companies, no market or instrument is out
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of bounds for these elite global macro hedge fund managers. Highly accessible
and filled with in-depth expert opinion, Inside the House of Money is a must-read
for financial professionals and anyone else interested in understanding the
complexities at stake in world financial markets. "The ruminations of supposedly
hush-hush hedge fund operators are richly illuminating." --New York Times
This authoritative overview, written for institutional investors and those with
financial oversight responsibilities, reveals strategies, risks, and technical insights
into the world of hedge fund investing. Key investment concepts such as
evaluation techniques, monitoring tips, and indexation create a solid foundation for
making informed investment decisions time after time.
Structure, Strategies, and Performance
From the Top, to the Bottom, and Back Again
How to pick stocks like a hedge fund pro
Lessons for Managers and Allocators
Hedge Funds
A Business Framework for Trading Equity and Index Options
Visual Guide to Hedge Funds
Wealthy, powerful, and potentially dangerous, hedge-find managers have emerged as
the stars of twenty-first century capitalism. Based on unprecedented access to the
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industry, More Money Than God provides the first authoritative history of hedge funds.
This is the inside story of their origins in the 1960s and 1970s, their explosive battles
with central banks in the 1980s and 1990s, and finally their role in the financial crisis of
2007-9. Hedge funds reward risk takers, so they tend to attract larger-than-life
personalities. Jim Simons began life as a code-breaker and mathematician, coauthoring a paper on theoretical geometry that led to breakthroughs in string theory.
Ken Griffin started out trading convertible bonds from his Harvard dorm room. Paul
Tudor Jones happily declared that a 1929-style crash would be 'total rock-and-roll' for
him. Michael Steinhardt was capable of reducing underlings to sobs. 'All I want to do is
kill myself,' one said. 'Can I watch?' Steinhardt responded. A saga of riches and rich
egos, this is also a history of discovery. Drawing on insights from mathematics,
economics and psychology to crack the mysteries of the market, hedge funds have
transformed the world, spawning new markets in exotic financial instruments and
rewriting the rules of capitalism. And while major banks, brokers, home lenders,
insurers and money market funds failed or were bailed out during the crisis of 2007-9,
the hedge-fund industry survived the test, proving that money can be successfully
managed without taxpayer safety nets. Anybody pondering fixes to the financial system
could usefully start here: the future of finance lies in the history of hedge funds.
In today's volatile markets, managing risk is more important than ever. Investors are
looking for downside protection while maintaining good returns--and market-neutral
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investing has become one of the hottest methods to meet that need. In this book,
industry expert Joseph G. Nicholas explores new approaches to return enhancement
and risk reduction through market-neutral strategies. Market-neutral investments are
attractive because they have produced substantially better risk-adjusted returns than
the market during the past ten years. The complexities created by the combination of
longs, shorts, and leverage, however, make market-neutral strategies very different
from conventional investments. Getting to know how these strategies work involves
breaking them down into their basic components and then examining how those parts
interact as a system with specific behavior characteristics. This book examines eight
key strategies, revealing the source of their past returns and giving the investor tools
with which to measure the possibility of repeat performance. Nicholas draws
extensively on his company's database of over three thousand hedge funds and from
the daily portfolio analysis conducted for hedge fund portfolios. He has also
incorporated extensive input and actual investment examples provided by managers
and practitioners of each of the strategies discussed in the book. This is the one book
that looks at market-neutral strategies head-on, assessing those that have worked and
some notable ones that have failed--and explaining why. Clear, insightful, and
illustrated with numerous charts and graphs, Market-Neutral Investing is an invaluable
guide for professional investors.
A fast-paced ride through the world of hedge funds revealing the unvarnished truth of
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how Wall Street really operates, and how to use this to your advantage An insider's
view of the high stakes world of money management, Diary of a Hedge Fund Manager
is both a practical guide for investors and the deeply personal story of a man who
knows the system inside and out. One of the best young portfolio managers on Wall
Street, and helping to run the hedge fund operation of one of the world's most
prestigious firms, Keith McCullough finds himself a lone voice of reason as the
economic crisis of 2008 looms large. Shown the door, his life takes a fascinating turn
into the world of independent research and no-holds-barred criticism. Reveals the
unvarnished truth of how Wall Street and hedge funds really operate Deftly details how
to analyze the markets expertly and avoid group think using technical and fundamental
measures Each topic is thoroughly discussed and followed up with lessons you can
take away and put to use Written with the authority of someone who knows how Wall
Street and hedge funds work, yet accessible to even a casual follower of finance, Diary
of a Hedge Fund Manager mixes a constructive critique of the investment industry with
fundamental lessons that any investor will find valuable.
Rare is the opportunity to chat with a legendary financial figure and hear the
unvarnished truth about what really goes on behind the scenes. Hedgehogging
represents just such an opportunity, allowing you to step inside the world of Wall Street
with Barton Biggs as he discusses investing in general, hedge funds in particular, and
how he has learned to find and profit from the best moneymaking opportunities in an
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eat-what-you-kill, cutthroat investment world.
The Cowboy Traders Behind Wall Street's Largest Hedge Fund Disaster
The Option Trader's Hedge Fund
The Hedge Fund Mirage
The Illusion of Big Money and Why It's Too Good to Be True
Tactical Portfolios
How Jim Simons Launched the Quant Revolution
The Invisible Hands
The Turtle Traders experiment was conducted in the early 1980s by
Richard Dennis and William Eckhardt to see whether anyone could be
taught how to make money trading. The experiment involved taking a
random group of people, teaching them a set of rules to follow, and
seeing how successfully they traded. In this book, the author tells
their riveting story with the first ever on the record interviews with
individual Turtles. He describes how Dennis interviewed and selected
his students, details their education and experiences while working
for him, and breaks down the Turtle system and rules in full. He
reveals how they made astounding fortunes, and follows their lives
from the original experiment to the present day. Some have grown even
wealthier than ever, and include some of today's top hedge fund
managers. Equally important are those who passed along their approach
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to a second generation of Turtles, proving that the Turtles' system
truly is reproducible, and that anyone with the discipline and the
desire to succeed can do as well as-or even better than-Wall Street's
top hedge fund wizards.
In this book, a hedge fund manager and an option trading coach show
you how to earn steady, reliable income selling options by managing
your option trades and running your option portfolio as a real
business with consistent, steady returns. Packed with real-world
examples, the authors show you how to manage your own “one man” hedge
fund and make consistent profits from selling options by applying the
basic framework and fundamental business model and principles of an
“insurance company”. This framework helps you to apply your option
trading strategy to a solid, predictable, business model with
consistent returns. For someone who has some knowledge of trading
options and wants to become a consistent income earner. The authors
provide a complete “operations manual” for setting up your business.
Gain pearls of wisdom from both a professional options trader and
coach, and from a hedge fund manager focused on managing an options
based portfolio.
Hedge fund managers who survived and profited through the 2008
financial crisis share their secrets In light of the colossal losses
and amidst the resulting confusion that still lingers, it is time to
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rethink money management in the broadest of terms. Drastic changes
need to be made, and managers who actually made money during 2008 make
for a logical starting place. The Invisible Hands provides investors
and traders with the latest thinking from some of the best and the
most successful players in money management, highlighting the specific
risk and return objectives of each, and discussing the evolution of
certain styles and beliefs in money management. Contains revealing
interviews with top hedge fund managers who survived and prospered
through the 2008 financial crisis Outlines investments and strategies
for the rocky road ahead Reveals how hedge fund managers are seeking a
new paradigm of risk management and profit making opportunities in the
post-crisis world Gives guidance on how traditional investors such as
pensions, endowments, foundations and family offices should rethink
how they approach asset allocation and portfolio construction Page by
page, the top macro thinkers found in this book reveal their own
approaches to markets, risk, and the broader world in which we live,
as well as their advice on how investors should be approaching money
management in today's uncertain world.
The book on hedge fund basics, completely updated to reflect today’s
post-crisis industry The hedge fund industry has been reeling in the
wake of recent Ponzi schemes and insider trading scandals as well as
the loss of billions of dollars in assets under management due to fund
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closures. Getting Started in Hedge Funds, Third Edition focuses on the
current state of the industry; how hedge funds did or did not survive
the subprime and subsequent credit crisis; and, what the future holds
for investors. Getting Started in Hedge Funds, Third Edition also
provides readers with a brief overview of the industry's history, and
describes the inner-workings of these complex investment vehicles,
including how to start a hedge fund, and what new regulations means
for managers and investors. • Profiles 10 highly successful hedge fund
managers • Addresses the Madoff scandal, as well as other lesser known
Ponzi schemes, and analyzes the ripple effect felt throughout the
industry as a result of these and other scandals Despite the
performance of some of these funds in the last few years, hedge funds
are here to stay. In this Third Edition, Getting Started in Hedge
Funds, Strachman provides an updated "how-to" guide for investors
interested in hedge funds in this era of "new normal."
Hedged Out
Hedge Funds and the Making of the New Elite
So You Want to Start a Hedge Fund
The Little Book of Hedge Funds
How the world's best investors get it wrong and still make millions
More Money Than God
How 23 Novice Investors Became Overnight Millionaires: Turtle
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Investment

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Shortlisted for the Financial Times/McKinsey
Business Book of the Year Award The unbelievable story of a secretive mathematician
who pioneered the era of the algorithm--and made $23 billion doing it. Jim Simons is
the greatest money maker in modern financial history. No other investor--Warren
Buffett, Peter Lynch, Ray Dalio, Steve Cohen, or George Soros--can touch his record.
Since 1988, Renaissance's signature Medallion fund has generated average annual
returns of 66 percent. The firm has earned profits of more than $100 billion; Simons is
worth twenty-three billion dollars. Drawing on unprecedented access to Simons and
dozens of current and former employees, Zuckerman, a veteran Wall Street Journal
investigative reporter, tells the gripping story of how a world-class mathematician and
former code breaker mastered the market. Simons pioneered a data-driven, algorithmic
approach that's sweeping the world. As Renaissance became a market force, its
executives began influencing the world beyond finance. Simons became a major figure
in scientific research, education, and liberal politics. Senior executive Robert Mercer is
more responsible than anyone else for the Trump presidency, placing Steve Bannon in
the campaign and funding Trump's victorious 2016 effort. Mercer also impacted the
campaign behind Brexit. The Man Who Solved the Market is a portrait of a modern-day
Midas who remade markets in his own image, but failed to anticipate how his success
would impact his firm and his country. It's also a story of what Simons's revolution
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means for the rest of us.
The ultimate behind-the-curtain look at the hedge fund industry, unlocking the most
valuable stories, secrets, and lessons directly from those who have played the game
best. Written by Maneet Ahuja, the hedge fund industry insider, The Alpha Masters
brings the secretive world of hedge funds into the light of day for the first time. As the
authority that the biggest names in the business, including John Paulson, David
Tepper, and Bill Ackman, go to before breaking major news, Ahuja has access to the
innermost workings of the hedge fund industry. For the first time, in Alpha Masters,
Ahuja provides both institutional and savvy private investors with tangible, analytical
insight into the psychology of the trade, the strategies and investment criteria serious
money managers use to determine and evaluate their positions, and special guidance
on how the reader can replicate this success themselves. There are few people with
access to the inner chambers of the hedge fund industry, and as a result it remains
practically uncharted financial territory. Alpha Masters changes all that, shedding light
on star fund managers and how exactly they consistently outperform the market. The
book: Contains easy-to-follow chapters that are broken down by strategy--Long/Short,
Event Arbitrage, Value, Macro, Distressed, Quantitative, Commodities, Activist, pure
Short, Fund of Funds. Includes insights from the biggest names in the trading game,
including Ray Dalio, Marc Lasry, Jim Chanos, Sonia Gardner, Pierre Lagrange, and
Tim Wong. Features contributions from industry icon Mohamed El-Erian Many of the
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subjects profiled in this groundbreaking new book have never spoken so candidly about
their field, providing extremely provocative, newsworthy analysis of today's investing
landscape.
A detailed, step-by-step book covering the entire hedge fundevaluation process
Investing in hedge funds is different from investing in otherasset classes. There is much
less publicly available informationabout hedge funds performance than there is about
mutual funds orindividual stocks. Consequently, investing in this class requiresmore
sophisticated investment knowledge, greater due diligence,and, in many cases, a betterdeveloped ability to evaluateinvestment managers. Hedge Fund Analysis provides a
broad framework of how toapproach this endeavor, from initial screening to
analyticaltechniques, interviewing skills, and legal and contractnegotiations. Along the
way, it demonstrates a variety ofmechanisms for monitoring and tracking hedge funds
and theunderlying hedge fund portfolios—explaining each stage of theprocess in minute
detail and providing specific examples whichfully explain the opportunities and
challenges you'll face eachstep of the way. Provides a detailed look at how to source
hedge funds, screenthrough them, and rank their strengths and weaknesses Lays out a
thorough process for evaluating funds, from initialinterviews to performance analysis to
onsite meetings Reveals what questions to ask by strategy in order tounderstand the
underlying risk factors associated with each Highlights non-investment analysis,
including operational duediligence and risk management, as integral elements in
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theprocess Written by a financial professional with over twenty years ofexperience
conducting investment manager due diligence, this bookwill put you in a position to
make more informed decisions wheninvesting in hedge funds.
Vivid graphics make hedge funds, how they work and how to investin them, accessible
for investors and finance professionals Despite the recent wave of scandals related to
the hedge fundindustry, interest in hedge funds as a relatively safe
alternativeinvestment remains high. Yet details about how the industryoperates and the
strategies employed by different types of hedgefunds is hard to come by. With
increasing calls from lawmakers andthe media for industry reform, it is incumbent upon
financeprofessionals and high-net-worth individuals to take a good lookbefore leaping
into hedge funds. That's where the BloombergVisual Guide to Hedge Funds comes in.
It provides a graphicallyrich, comprehensive overview of the industry and its
practitioners,zeroing in on how different types of hedge funds work. Based on extensive
interviews with hedge fund managers,analysts and other industry experts, the book
provides a detailedlook at the industry and how it works Outlines investment strategies
employed by both long and shorthedge funds, as well as global macro strategies Arms
you with need-to-know tips, tools and techniques forsuccess with all hedge fund
investment strategies Provides a highly visual presentation with an emphasis
ongraphics and professional applications Real-life examples take you inside how hedge
funds illustratinghow they operate, who manages them and who invests in them
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Top Hedge Fund Investors
The Art of Execution
Invest with the House
Stories, Strategies, and Advice
Jesse Livermore's Two Books of Market Wisdom
What They Are, What They Do, Their Risks, Their Advantages
Or What's a Heaven For

Hedge fund managers who survived and profited through the 2008
financial crisis share their secrets In light of the colossal losses and
amidst the resulting confusion that still lingers, it is time to rethink
money management in the broadest of terms. Drastic changes still
need to be made, and managers who actually made money during
2008 make for a logical starting place. This updated and revised
edition of The Invisible Hands provides investors and traders with the
latest thinking from some of the best and the most successful players
in money management, highlighting the specific risk and return
objectives of each, and discussing the evolution of certain styles and
beliefs in money management. Divulges how top financial
professionals are looking forward by thinking clearly, managing risk,
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and seeking a new paradigm of profit making opportunities in the postcrisis world Outlines investments and strategies for the rocky road
ahead Gives guidance on how traditional investors such as pensions,
endowments, foundations and family offices should rethink how they
approach asset allocation and portfolio construction Written by
respected industry expert Steven Drobny Page by page, the
professionals found in this book reveal their own approaches to
markets, risk, and the broader world in which we live, as well as their
advice on how investors should be approaching money management in
today's uncertain world.
"Eldon Mayer is a battle-tested pro. You should listen to what he and
his partner, Sam Kirschner, have to say." --Barton M. Biggs, Managing
Partner, Traxis Partners Meet the crème de la crème of the new breed
of hedge fund managers, learn how they evaluate world financial
markets, hear about their winners and losers, and discover how they
apply proprietary strategies to stay ahead of the curve. Through broadscope interviews with 15 highly successful managers, The Investor's
Guide to Hedge Funds provides unparalleled insight into each major
hedge fund strategy, its strengths, weaknesses, and performance
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characteristics. Most importantly, this book shows that despite the
sensational headlines, adding hedge funds to a portfolio of stocks and
bonds can reduce risk and improve overall performance.
One of the fastest growing investment sectors ever seen, hedge funds
are considered by many to be exotic and inaccessible. This book
provides an intensive learning experience, defining hedge funds,
explaining hedge fund strategies while offering both qualitative and
quantitative tools that investors need to access these types of funds.
Topics not usually covered in discussions of hedge funds are included,
such as a theoretical discussion of each hedge fund strategy followed
by trading examples provided by successful hedge fund managers.
Focusing on the wide range of hedge fund strategy choices and their
associated challenges and risks, this title presents a wealth of research
that attempts to guide the reader past the potential pitfalls and
develop their risk assessment skills.
Long / Short Hedge Fund Strategies
An In-Depth Guide to Evaluating Return Potential and Assessing Risks
Hedge Fund Analysis
Inequality and Insecurity on Wall Street
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The TurtleTrader Stories
The Smart Money Method
Hedge Funds For Dummies
New commentary and updates to enlightening interviews with today's top global macro
hedge fund managers This updated paperback edition of Inside the House of Money lifts the
veil on the typically opaque world of hedge funds offering a rare glimpse at how today's
highest paid money managers approach their craft. Now with new commentary, author,
Steve Drobny takes you even further into the hedge fund industry. He demystifies how
these star traders make billions for their well-heeled investors, revealing their theories,
strategies and approaches to markets. Whereas some still maintain that rationality
permeates financial markets, Drobny captures a different dimension, showing how the
unquantifiable human forces of emotion and intuition are also at play. Along the way,
readers get an inside look at firsthand trading experiences through some of the major world
financial crises of the last few decades. Discusses how no market or instrument is out of
bounds for these elite global macro hedge fund managers Offers unique and illuminating
insight into an inaccessible and sometimes downright secretive world Written by respected
industry expert Steven Drobny Highly accessible and filled with in-depth expert opinion, this
updated paperback edition of Inside the House of Money is a must-read for financial
professionals and anyone else interested in understanding how greed, fear, and the human
forces of emotion drive world markets.
The dismal truth about hedge funds and how investors can get a greater share of the profits
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Shocking but true: if all the money that's ever been invested in hedge funds had been in
treasury bills, the results would have been twice as good. Although hedge fund managers
have earned some great fortunes, investors as a group have done quite poorly, particularly
in recent years. Plagued by high fees, complex legal structures, poor disclosure, and return
chasing, investors confront surprisingly meager results. Drawing on an insider's view of
industry growth during the 1990s, a time when hedge fund investors did well in part
because there were relatively few of them, The Hedge Fund Mirage chronicles the early days
of hedge fund investing before institutions got into the game and goes on to describe the
seeding business, a specialized area in which investors provide venture capital-type funding
to promising but undiscovered hedge funds. Today's investors need to do better, and this
book highlights the many subtle and not-so-subtle ways that the returns and risks are
biased in favor of the hedge fund manager, and how investors and allocators can redress
the imbalance. The surprising frequency of fraud, highlighted with several examples that the
author was able to avoid through solid due diligence, industry contacts, and some luck Why
new and emerging hedge fund managers are where generally better returns are to be
found, because most capital invested is steered towards apparently safer but less profitable
large, established funds rather than smaller managers that evoke the more profitable 1990s
Hedge fund investors have had it hard in recent years, but The Hedge Fund Mirage is here to
change that, by turning the tables on conventional wisdom and putting the hedge fund
investor back on top.
Helpful, Accessible Guidance for Budding Hedge Funds So You Want to Start a Hedge Fund
provides critical lessons and thoughtful insights to those trying to decipher the industry, as
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well as those seeking to invest in the next generation of high performers. This book foregoes
the sensational, headline-grabbing stories about the few billionaire hedge fund managers to
reach the top of the field. Instead, it focuses on the much more common travails of start-ups
and small investment firms. The successes and failures of a talented group of competitive
managers—all highly educated and well trained—show what it takes for managers and
allocators to succeed. These accounts include lessons on funding, team development,
strategy, performance, and allocation. The hedge fund industry is concentrated in the
largest funds, and the big funds are getting bigger. In time, some of these funds will not
survive their founders and large sums will get reallocated to a broader selection of different
managers. This practical guide outlines the allocation process for fledgling funds, and
demonstrates how allocators can avoid pitfalls in their investments. So You Want to Start a
Hedge Fund also shows how to: Develop a sound strategy and raise the money you need
Gain a real-world perspective about how allocators think and act Structure your team and
investment process for success Recognize the patterns of successful start-ups The industry
is approaching a significant crossroads. Aggregate growth is slowing and competition is
shifting away from industry-wide growth, at the expense of traditional asset classes, to
market share capture within the industry. So You Want to Start a Hedge Fund provides
guidance for the little funds—the potential future leaders of the industry.
For readers of The Smartest Guys in the Room and When Genius Failed, the definitive take
on Brian Hunter, John Arnold, Amaranth Advisors, and the largest hedge fund collapse in
history At its peak, hedge fund Amaranth Advisors LLC had more than $9 billion in assets. A
few weeks later, it completely collapsed. The disaster was largely triggered by one man:
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thirty-two-year-old hotshot trader Brian Hunter. His high-risk bets on natural gas prices
bankrupted his firm and destroyed his career, while John Arnold, his rival at competitor fund
Centaurus, emerged as the highest-paid trader on Wall Street. Meticulously researched and
character-driven, Hedge Hogs is a riveting fly-on-the-wall account of the largest hedge fund
collapse in history: a blistering tale of the recent past that explains our precarious present . .
. and may predict our future. Using emails, instant messages, court testimony, and exclusive
interviews, securities analyst turned investigative reporter Barbara T. Dreyfuss charts the
colliding paths of these two charismatic traders who dominated the speculative energy
market. We follow Brian Hunter, the Canadian farm boy and elbows-out high school
basketball star, as he achieves phenomenal early success, only to see his ambition, greed,
and hubris precipitate his downfall. Set in relief is the journey of John Arnold, whose mild
manner, sophisticated tastes, and low profile belied his own ferocious competitive streak. As
the two clash, hundreds of millions of dollars in pension and endowment money is imperiled,
with devastating public consequences. Hedge Hogs takes you behind closed doors into the
shadowy world of hedge funds, the unregulated wild side of finance, where over-the-top
parties and lavish perks abound and billions of dollars of other people’s money are in the
hands of a tiny elite. Dreyfuss traces the rise of this freewheeling industry while detailing
the decades of bank, hedge fund, and commodity deregulation that turned Wall Street into a
speculative casino. A gripping saga peppered with fast money, vivid characters, and high
drama, Hedge Hogs is also an important and timely cautionary tale—a vivisection of a
financial system jeopardized by reckless practices, watered-down regulation, and loopholes
in government oversight, just waiting for the next bust. Praise for Hedge Hogs “Regulators,
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legislators and judges inclined to sympathize with the industry ought to rush out and buy a
copy of Barbara Dreyfuss’s Hedge Hogs, a wonderfully instructive tale about Amaranth
Advisors. . . . Dreyfuss, a Wall Street analyst turned investigative journalist, not only plowed
through what turned out to be a treasure trove of official records and transcripts, but
supplemented it with plenty of her own reporting. She manages to organize it all into a tight,
riveting and understandable yarn.”—The Washington Post “Clearly and entertainingly told . .
. a salutary example of how traders who believe they are super-smart might be nothing
more than lucky, and how there is nothing so intoxicating as the ability to speculate with
other people’s money.”—The Economist “[Dreyfuss] does a great job of putting Amaranth’s
out-of-control trader into historical context, explaining the blitz of deregulation that set the
stage for someone like Hunter to do maximum damage.”—Bloomberg “The definitive take
on the largest hedge fund collapse in history . . . You will not be able to put it down.”—Frank
Partnoy, author of F.I.A.S.C.O. and Infectious Greed Named One of the Top 10 Business &
Economics Books of the Season by Publishers Weekly
Definitive Strategies and Techniques
Fundamentals of Hedge Fund Investing
Getting Started in Hedge Funds
Diary of a Hedge Fund Manager
The Alpha Masters
From Launching a Hedge Fund to New Regulation, the Use of Leverage, and Top Manager
Profiles
Market Neutral Investing
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A well-rounded hedge fund guide for the serious financial
professional Alternative investment strategies-hedge funds in
particular-have experienced a significant resurgence recently,
largely in response to the dramatic downturn of the global
equity markets. In response to this explosion in popularity,
this book focuses on many of the best moneymaking strategies
related to these alternative investment vehicles. IMCA (The
Investment Management Consultants Association) is a professional
association established in 1985, representing the investment
consulting profession in the U.S. and Canada. Kenneth S.
Phillips is a member of the IMCA Advisory Council and Managing
Principal of Capital Partners, LLC. Ron Surz, CIMA, is a member
of the IMCA Board of Directors and the President of PPCA Inc.
Over seven years, 45 of the world's top investors were given
between $25 and $150m to invest by fund manager Lee FreemanShor. His instructions were simple. There was only one rule.
They could only invest in their ten best ideas to make money. It
seemed like a foolproof plan to make a lot of money. What could
possibly go wrong? These were some of the greatest minds at work
in the markets today - from top European hedge fund managers to
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Wall Street legends. But most of the investors' great ideas
actually lost money. Shockingly, a toss of a coin would have
been a better method of choosing whether or not to invest in a
stock. Nevertheless, despite being wrong most of the time, many
of these investors still ended up making a lot of money. How
could they be wrong most of the time and still be profitable?
The answer lay in their hidden habits of execution, which until
now have only been guessed at from the outside world. This book
lays bare those secret habits for the first time, explaining
them with real-life data, case studies and stories taken from
Freeman-Shor's unique position of managing these investors on a
day-to-day basis. A riveting read for investors of every level,
this book shows you exactly what to do and what not to do when
your big idea is losing or winning - and demonstrates
conclusively why the most important thing about investing is
always the art of execution.
Hedge Funds: Structure, Strategies, and Performance provides a
synthesis of the theoretical and empirical literature on this
intriguing, complex, and frequently misunderstood topic. The
book dispels some common misconceptions of hedge funds, showing
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that they are not a monolithic asset class but pursue highly
diverse strategies. Furthermore, not all hedge funds are
unusually risky, excessively leveraged, invest only in illiquid
asses, attempt to profit from short-term market movements, or
only benefit hedge fund managers due to their high fees. Among
the core issues addressed are how hedge funds are structured and
how they work, hedge fund strategies, leading issues in this
investment, and the latest trends and developments. The authors
examine hedge funds from a range of perspectives, and from the
theoretical to the practical. The book explores the background,
organization, and economics of hedge funds, as well as their
structure. A key part is the diverse investment strategies hedge
funds follow, for example some are activists, others focusing on
relative value, and all have views on managing risk. The book
examines various ways to evaluate hedge fund performance, and
enhances understanding of their regulatory environment. The
extensive and engaging examination of these issues help the
reader understands the important issues and trends facing hedge
funds, as well as their future prospects.
AARP Digital Editions offer you practical tips, provensolutions,
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and expert guidance. The hedge fund industry has been reeling in
the wake of recentPonzi schemes and insider trading scandals as
well as the loss ofbillions of dollars in assets under
management due to fundclosures. Getting Started in Hedge Funds,
Third Editionfocuses on the current state of the industry; how
hedge funds didor did not survive the subprime and subsequent
credit crisis; and,what the future holds for investors. Getting
Started in HedgeFunds, Third Edition also provides readers with
a briefoverview of the industry's history, and describes
theinner-workings of these complex investment vehicles,
including howto start a hedge fund, and what new regulations
means for managersand investors. Profiles 10 highly successful
hedge fund managers Addresses the Madoff scandal, as well as
other lesser knownPonzi schemes, and analyzes the ripple effect
felt throughout theindustry as a result of these and other
scandals Despite the performance of some of these funds in the
last fewyears, hedge funds are here to stay. In this Third
Edition,Getting Started in Hedge Funds, Strachman provides
anupdated "how-to" guide for investors interested in hedge funds
inthis era of "new normal."
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The Man Who Solved the Market
The Investor's Guide to Hedge Funds
Exploiting the Herd Mentality of the Financial Markets
A Professional Investor's Guide
Unlocking the Genius of the World's Top Hedge Funds
Top Hedge Fund Traders on Profiting in the Global Markets
Investment Strategies of Hedge Funds

In 1990 hedge funds managed assets worth around $39 billion. By mid-2007 that
figure had grown to a staggering $1.7 trillion. Equally staggering is the amount of
money successful hedge fund managers earn—in 2006 the top 25 earned more than $14
billion among them. The returns hedge funds make can be substantial, as they should
be, given the high fees they charge. But the losses can be substantial too—as some
discovered during the credit crunch market upheaval that started in summer 2007.
Most people have heard of hedge funds but few are clear about what they are or what
they do. This guide, written by a leading financial journalist, deftly explains all you
need to know about hedge funds in order to understand the nature of their business.
Following an introduction, six chapters cover: Hedge fund taxonomy, The players,
Fund-of-funds, Hedge fund regulation, Hedge funds: for or against, and The future of
hedge funds. At the end of the book there is a glossary of terms used in association with
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hedge funds, together with a number of tables and charts showing hedge fund data
over the years.
Top Hedge Fund InvestorsStories, Strategies, and AdviceJohn Wiley & Sons
The Little Book of Hedge Funds that's big on explanations even the casual investor
can use An accessible overview of hedge funds, from their historical origin, to their
perceived effect on the global economy, to why individual investors should understand
how they work, The Little Book of Hedge Funds is essential reading for anyone
seeking the tools and information needed to invest in this lucrative yet mysterious
world. Authored by wealth management expert Anthony Scaramucci, and providing a
comprehensive overview of this shadowy corner of high finance, the book is written in
a straightforward and entertaining style. Packed with introspective commentary, highly
applicable advice, and engaging anecdotes, this Little Book: Explains why the future of
hedge funds lies in their ability to provide greater transparency and access in order to
attract investors currently put off because they do not understand how they work Shows
that hedge funds have grown in both size and importance in the investment community
and why individual investors need to be aware of their activities Demystifies hedge
fund myths, by analyzing the infamous 2 and 20 performance fee and addressing
claims that there is an increased risk in investing in hedge funds Explores a variety of
financial instruments—including leverage, short selling and hedging—that hedge funds
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use to reduce risk, enhance returns, and minimize correlation with equity and bond
markets Written to provide novice investors, experienced financiers, and financial
institutions with the tools and information needed to invest in hedge funds, this book is
a must read for anyone with outstanding questions about this key part of the twentyfirst century economy.
Financial legend Barton Biggs' fictional account of the hedge world and the broader
workings of Wall Street Barton Biggs' latest book is an inspirational rags to riches
story of drive and financial talent. Told through the eyes of a fictional insider, this
engaging story provides a detailed look at the hedge fund business in the late 1990s and
through the first decade of the twenty-first century. A Tale From the Hedge Fund
World chronicles the life of a poor boy who ends up amassing more wealth than he
ever thought possible. From studying Wall Street charts while sitting on the sidelines of
football practice to realizing how so much money can be made in a short period of
time, this book provides a bird's eye view of the inner workings of Wall Street and what
it takes to make it there. Puts the word of hedge funds in perspective and reveals the
competitive and lucrative nature of this field Other titles by Biggs: Hedgehogging and
Wealth, War & Wisdom Also describes the bursting of the mortgage bubble and the
great financial crisis that followed No one knows more about the hedge fund world of
the past twenty years than Barton Biggs. His new fable offers an entertaining look at
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this field and those who aspire to excel within it.
Hedgehogging
Guide to Hedge Funds
A Training Manual for Professionals and Capital-Raising Executives
The Hedge Fund Book
Inside the House of Money
How Smart Money Invests and Market Prices Are Determined
A former hedge fund worker takes an ethnographic approach to Wall Street to
expose who wins, who loses, and why inequality endures. Who do you think of
when you imagine a hedge fund manager? A greedy fraudster, a visionary
entrepreneur, a wolf of Wall Street? These tropes capture the public imagination
of a successful hedge fund manager. But behind the designer suits, helicopter
commutes, and illicit pursuits are the everyday stories of people who work in the
hedge fund industry—many of whom don’t realize they fall within the 1 percent
that drives the divide between the richest and the rest. With Hedged Out,
sociologist and former hedge fund analyst Megan Tobias Neely gives readers an
outsider’s insider perspective on Wall Street and its enduring culture of
inequality. Hedged Out dives into the upper echelons of Wall Street, where elite
white masculinity is the standard measure for the capacity to manage risk and
insecurity. Facing an unpredictable and risky stock market, hedge fund workers
protect their interests by working long hours and building tight-knit networks
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with people who look and behave like them. Using ethnographic vignettes and her
own industry experience, Neely showcases the voices of managers and other
workers to illustrate how this industry of politically mobilized elites excludes
people on the basis of race, class, and gender. Neely shows how this system of
elite power and privilege not only sustains itself but builds over time as the
beneficiaries concentrate their resources. Hedged Out explains why the hedge
fund industry generates extreme wealth, why mostly white men benefit, and why
reforming Wall Street will create a more equal society.
Take an active management approach with liquid alternatives to increase R.O.I.
Take advantage of inefficiencies in the market by investing in alternative assets.
Hedge fund and private equity investment diversifies your portfolio and helps
shield you from market volatility, allowing your more passive assets to work the
long game. In Tactical Portfolios: Strategies and Tactics for Investing in Hedge
Funds and Liquid Alternatives, author Bailey McCann guides you through the
principles of hedge fund investment and the associated philosophies of risk
management strategies. McCann's background in reporting and analyzing
government policy and regulatory issues positions her as a valuable source of
strategic investment advice. As Senior Editor of Opalesque's Alternative Market
Briefing, her take on the market is read by every one of the top 100 hedge fund
managers on a daily basis. In Tactical Portfolios: Strategies and Tactics for
Investing in Hedge Funds and Liquid Alternatives, McCann goes in-depth on
important topics. Strategies for equities, managed futures and fixed income What
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to expect and common misconceptions Investment mechanics of specific
strategies Valuation, red flags, and regulatory changes If your passive approach
has failed to produce the desired results, liquid alternative investment may be the
answer. While long/short will always be around, external forces can change its
impact on your portfolio and it may be time to expand your investment arsenal.
Tactical Portfolios: Strategies and Tactics for Investing in Hedge Funds and
Liquid Alternatives will help you get the most out of any market.
Efficiently Inefficient describes the key trading strategies used by hedge funds
and demystifies the secret world of active investing. Leading financial economist
Lasse Heje Pedersen combines the latest research with real-world examples and
interviews with top hedge fund managers to show how certain trading strategies
make money--and why they sometimes don't. Pedersen views markets as neither
perfectly efficient nor completely inefficient. Rather, they are inefficient enough
that money managers can be compensated for their costs through the profits of
their trading strategies and efficient enough that the profits after costs do not
encourage additional active investing. Understanding how to trade in this
efficiently inefficient market provides a new, engaging way to learn finance.
Pedersen analyzes how the market price of stocks and bonds can differ from the
model price, leading to new perspectives on the relationship between trading
results and finance theory. He explores several different areas in
depth--fundamental tools for investment management, equity strategies, macro
strategies, and arbitrage strategies--and he looks at such diverse topics as
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portfolio choice, risk management, equity valuation, and yield curve logic. The
book's strategies are illuminated further by interviews with leading hedge fund
managers: Lee Ainslie, Cliff Asness, Jim Chanos, Ken Griffin, David Harding, John
Paulson, Myron Scholes, and George Soros.
Reminiscences of a Stock Operator & Jesse Livermore's Methods of Trading in
Stocks
Efficiently Inefficient
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